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There are some disadvantages in the operating process of the basin solar seawater
still (BSSS), such as long mass transfer distance, large heat indolence, huge floor
space, and poor bearing pressure ability. A novel cone-type solar seawater still
(CTSSS) is presented to overcome the weaknesses of the BSSS in this study. The
CTSSS has the characteristics of seawater liquid film evaporation, short mass
transfer distance, the condensation sleeve is parallel to and above the evaporation
sleeve, and the condensation area is larger than the evaporation area. In order to
clarify the performance of the CTSSS, the influence mechanism of feed seawater
mass flow rate, heating power and heating temperature on the fresh water yield of
the CTSSS was analyzed, the method of enhancing the mass transfer of the binary
mixed gas in the CTSSS was explored, and the law of heat and mass transfer of the
binary mixed gas in the annular enclosed small space was investigated. The results
indicated that the maximum fresh water yield of the CTSSS is 62.7 g/20 min at the
feed seawater mass flow rate of 400 g/h when the input power is 200W, which is
4.5% higher than that when the feed seawater mass flow rate is 300 g/h. The
performance ratio (PR) of the CTSSS is increased as the heating power, the PR of
the CTSSS is 0.65 when 180W heating power is employed. The steady state fresh
water yield of the CTSSS withmirror condensation sleeve at 85°C is 84.6 g/20min,
which is 12.1% higher than that with non-mirror condensation sleeve Compared
with the CTSSS with non-mirror condensation sleeve, the value of proportions of
radiative heat transfer in the total heat transfer of the CTSSS with mirror
condensation sleeve decreased by 6.6%, and the value of proportions of
evaporative heat transfer increased by 6.4%. This study would provide a
reference for small-scale decentralized application of solar desalination in
remote areas.
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1 Introduction

Fresh water is vital to human development for it is necessary for human survival and
social production. However, the human demand for fresh water is increasing with the
expansion of the global population and the development of industry and agriculture, which
has led to the shortage of fresh water. What is more serious is that the fresh water crisis has
become the third-largest crisis of human beings (Abou-Shady and El-Araby, 2022). It is
predicted that 6 billion people will live in countries or regions with fresh water shortages by
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2050 (Wang and Huo, 2022; Wang et al., 2023). Seawater
desalination is one of the best ways to solve the water shortage
problem (Yang et al., 2023). However, the high energy consumption
of seawater desalination has limited its development, even though
the raw water comes from abundant seawater. Fortunately, the areas
where fresh water resources are in short supply are those with
abundant solar energy and seawater resources. Solar energy is a
renewable energy with huge reserves and wide distribution
(Arunkumar et al., 2021), so its use for seawater desalination has
broad application prospects (Srithar and Rajaseenivasan, 2018).

As a small size device for desalination, solar seawater still has the
advantages of simple structure, low price, and easy maintenance. It is
especially suitable for small-scale decentralized applications of solar
desalination in remote areas. Solar seawater stills are divided into the
basin solar seawater still (BSSS) and the tubular solar seawater still
(TSSS) (Ahmed et al., 2021a). For both BSSS and TSSS, the
application value depends on its fresh water yield performance.
The methods to improve the fresh water yield of the BSSS and TSSS
include adding a solar concentrator (Choong et al., 2020), designing
a multi-stage still (Yeang et al., 2023), increasing the evaporation
area by adding sand troughs (Nagaraju et al., 2022), adding the
nanofluids (Sangeetha et al., 2022), and so on. In a study by Tiwar
(Tiwar, 1988), it is concluded that the daily fresh water yield and the
purity of the fresh water from a horizontal tubular solar seawater still
(HTSSS) are higher than that from a BSSS under the same condition.
So much research has been committed to improving the fresh water
yield performance of the HTSSS.

Kabeel et al. (2021) used v-corrugated absorbers and wick
materials to improve the solar absorption efficiency and the
evaporation rate of the HTSSS. The experimental results showed
that the daily fresh water yield and daily efficiency of the still are
6,010 mL/(m2·d) and 44.82%, which are 51.4% and 46.82% higher
than that of the HTSSS with a flat absorber. Essa et al. (2021)
designed a modified HTSSS to reduce the water depth of the HTSSS
by a rotating drum, and results illustrated that the daily fresh water
yield is 6,600 mL/(m2·d), which is 175% higher than that of a
traditional HTSSS. Ahmed et al. (2021b) installed a double-effect
HTSSS on the focal line of a parabolic concentrator with a solar
tracking system to improve its evaporation temperature and fresh
water yield. The test in actual weather showed that the daily fresh
water yield and daily efficiency of the still are 5.2 L/(m2·d) and
40.4%, respectively. Yan et al. (2021) proposed a HTSSS that
combines immersion cooling and vacuum operation. The
experimental research showed that the fresh water yield and the
performance ratio of the HTSSS under an operating pressure of
40 kPa are 9.8 kg/(m2·d) and 1.87, respectively.

Additionally, heat storage materials and nanoparticles are also
commonly used to improve the fresh water yield performance of
solar stills (Jafaripour et al., 2023). Elashmawy et al. (2021) placed
12 aluminum tubes filled with phase change heat storage materials
inside the water tank of the HTSSS with a parabolic solar
concentrator. The outdoor tests showed that the daily fresh water
yield of the still is 5.55 L/(m2·d), and the daily efficiency is 44.1%.
Sharshir et al. (2022) added carbon black nanoparticles in a HTSSS,
and the results confirmed that the nanoparticles increased the daily
fresh water yield of the still by 16.2%.

In order to shorten the mass transfer distance, Chang et al.
(2015) proposed a vertical tubular solar seawater still (VTSSS), and

committed experimental research on a three-effect VTSSS. The
results showed that the performance ratio of the VTSSS is 1.89.
Hou et al. (2018a) tested the effects of the wick materials thickness,
the mass flow rate of the feed seawater, the operating pressure, and
the cooling airflow rate on the VTSSS. The results revealed that the
yield of the VTSSS is 248.0 g/h when the thickness of the wick
materials is 1 mm and the mass flow rate of the feed seawater is
0.12 g/s. The fresh water yield of the VTSSS can be increased by
23.92% under negative pressure. Li et al. (2020) analyzed the effect of
characteristic size on the fresh water yield performance of VTSSS.
The experimental results showed that the fresh water yield per unit
condensation area increased by 24.16%, and the steady state
operating temperature increased by 7.21 °C with the characteristic
size added from 15 mm to 35 mm. Hou et al. (2018b) investigated
the effect of air, carbon dioxide, argon, nitrogen, oxygen, and helium
on the fresh water yield of a three-effect VTSSS. It is found that the
yield of the still is 1.19 kg/h when the heating temperature is 80°C
and the carrier gas is helium, which is 30.76% higher than that when
the carrier gas is air.

To further improve the fresh water yield performance of
seawater still by reducing the mass transfer distance and

FIGURE 1
Schematic diagram of the CTSSS. 1–insulation layer,
2–perforated tube, 3–feed seawater pipe, 4–wick materials, 5–outer
conical sleeve, 6–water linerboard, 7–solar collector, 8–inner conical
sleeve, 9–inlet pipe, 10–outlet pipe, 11–feed seawater pipe
entrance, 12–brine outlet pipe, 13–fresh water outlet pipe, 14–fresh
water tank, 15–brine collection tank.
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reinforcing the mass transfer rate of the binary mixed gas, this study
proposes a CTSSS with the condensation surface and the
evaporation surface inclined. The titled condensation surface can
intercept and condense the water vapor from the evaporation
surface. In this study, firstly, the heat and mass transfer process
in the CTSSS was analyzed. Secondly, an experimental setup was
developed to test fresh water yield performance of the CTSSS with
different feed seawater mass flow rates, heating power and heating
temperatures. Finally, the condensation sleeve of the CTSSS was
replaced by a mirror condensation sleeve to enhance the fresh water
yield performance. This work explores a novel method of small
distributed solar seawater desalination.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Structure parameters of the cone-type
solar seawater still

The CTSSS proposed in this study is a conical structure, so its
bearing pressure ability is strong and its floor space is small. It is
suitable for small-scale decentralized application of solar
desalination in remote areas for its advantages of easy processing
and low manufacturing cost. The structure of the CTSSS is shown in
Figure 1, and it is mainly composed of a solar collector and cone-
type solar seawater still. The solar collector provides heat for the
cone-type solar seawater still. The cone-type solar seawater still
produces fresh water by heating the seawater liquid film and making
it evaporate. The cone-type solar seawater still is mainly composed
of two conical sleeves with different heights and diameters. The
inner and outer conical sleeves are the evaporation surface and
condensation surface, respectively. It is the heated water in the inner
conical sleeve that provides heat for the seawater evaporation on the
outer surface of it. Insulation layers are set at the top and bottom of
the CTSSS to reduce heat loss. The design specifications of the CTSS
are shown in Table 1. The distance between the evaporation surface
and the condensation surface is 10 mm (the characteristic size of the
CTSSS).

During operation, the solar collector gathers the solar rays and
transmits them downward to the inside of the inner conical sleeve of
the CTSSS, which is also the heating tank. The temperature of the
heating water in the heating tank is increased as the solar rays are
converted from radiant energy to heat energy. The seawater enters
the perforated tube at the top of the inner conical sleeve through the

feed seawater pipe. Then the seawater is absorbed by the wick
materials attached to the inner conical sleeve and forms the seawater
liquid film after flowing out from the outlet holes on the perforated
tube. The seawater liquid film absorbs heat from the surface of the
inner conical sleeve, and then its temperature rises and starts to
evaporate. The water vapor evaporates from the seawater liquid film
and condenses on the outer conical sleeve. Then it converts to fresh
water and releases condensation latent heat. Eventually, the fresh
water and the unevaporated brine flow into the fresh water tank and
the brine collection tank under gravity, respectively.

The CTSSS has the following characteristics:① The evaporation
mode of the CTSSS is falling film evaporation, which is beneficial to
form a uniform seawater liquid film on the evaporation surface, to
reduce the heat energy consumption of generating the water vapor
and to decrease the response time of the CTSSS.② The evaporation
surface and condensation surface are tilted and mutually parallel,
and those can theoretically be infinitely close. The heat transfer
distance of the binary mixed gas in the CTSSS is short. Meanwhile,
the content of non-condensable gas in the CTSSS is less, which
weakens the influence of non-condensable gas on heat and mass
transfer and improves the fresh water yield in the same input heat
per unit time. ③ The condensation surface is installed parallelly to
and above the evaporation surface, and the condensation area is
always larger than the evaporation area, which is conducive to the
condensation of water vapor and the reduction of the vertical
condensation temperature difference.

2.2 Experimental setup and procedure

The solar collector converts solar energy into heat energy to
supply heat for the evaporation of water vapor during the operation.
But it is difficult to make the CTSSS reach a steady state with solar
energy because the energy supply of the solar collector is unstable
under actual weather conditions. So the test was carried out in the
laboratory where the ambient temperature and wind speed were
stable, and the electric heating device was used instead of a solar
collector to heat the CTSSS during the trial. The influence of the salt
concentration of the feed seawater on the experiment was not
considered, so seawater was replaced by tap water during the test.

The test system and the experimental device are shown in
Figure 2. The system is mainly composed of the seawater tank,
CTSSS, fresh water tank, brine collection tank, electronic
transformer, digital data recording, and data processing system.

TABLE 1 Design specifications of the CTSSS.

Specification Value Material

Inner conical sleeve Upper bottom diameter = 50 mm, lower bottom diameter = 404 mm, height = 386 mm, thickness = 1.2 mm Stainless steel

Outer conical sleeve Upper bottom diameter = 62 mm, lower bottom diameter = 460 mm, height = 396 mm, thickness = 1.2 mm Stainless steel

Inlet pipe Outer diameter = 20 mm, thickness = 2.5 mm, height = 367 mm Stainless steel

Outlet pipe Outer diameter = 20 mm, thickness = 2.5 mm, height = 60 mm Stainless steel

Water linerboard Diameter = 434 mm, thickness = 1.2 mm Stainless steel

Fresh water tank Outer diameter = 108 mm, thickness = 1.2 mm, height = 500 mm Stainless steel

Brine collection tank Outer diameter = 300 mm, thickness = 1.2 mm, height = 500 mm Stainless steel
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To ensure the wetness of the evaporation surface to meet the design
requirements, the wick material with moderate thickness and
excellent moisture absorption performance should be selected
and arranged on the evaporation surface. The wick material
chosen for the CTSSS is two layers of skimmed cotton yarn in
this study (Hou et al., 2018a).

To accurately measure the temperature of the evaporation surface
and condensation surface, three thermocouples are arranged at the
surfaces of the inner conical sleeve and the outer conical sleeve,
respectively. Among them, the temperature in the middle of the
conical sleeve is the evaporation temperature or condensation
temperature of the CTSSS, and the temperature difference between
the upper and lower parts of the inner or outer conical sleeve is taken
as the vertical temperature difference of the evaporation or
condensation, respectively. The ambient temperature is measured
by another thermocouple placed far away from the test system. The
thermocouple data is recorded by a 20–channel digital data recording
at 1 min intervals, and the fresh water yield of the CTSSS is read from
the liquid level meter at 20 min intervals. The parameters associated
with the experimental devices are shown in Table 2.

2.3 Uncertainty

The comprehensive uncertainty uC is used to analyze the
uncertainty to verify the reliability of the test data, (Xu et al.,
2021), the calculation formula is,

uC D( ) �
�������
u2
A + u2

B

√
(1)

where uA is the type A uncertainty of multiple measurements, and
uB is the type B uncertainty of the measuring device and the
calculation formulas are as follows (Rahbar and Asadi, 2016;
Ahmed et al., 2022),

uA � S D( ) �
����������∑ Di − D( )2
k k − 1( )

√
(2)

uB � a�
3

√ (3)

where Di is the measured value, D is the average value of
measurements, k is the number of measurements, and a is the
accuracy of the measuring device.

FIGURE 2
(A) Schematic of the test system. (B) Photograph of the experimental device.

TABLE 2 The parameters associated with the experimental devices.

Measuring device Range Accuracy Standard uncertainty

20-channel digital data-recording −35°C–300°C ±0.5% ±0.29%

Thermocouple 120°C–300°C ±0.5 °C ±0.29°C

Electronic transformer 0–250 V ±0.1% ±0.58%

Liquid level meter 0–360 mm ±0.5 mm ±0.29 mm

Thermal conductivity measuring instrument 0.03–12 W/(m·K) ±5% ±2.89%

Heat flow meter 0–±99990 W/m2 ±3% ±1.73%
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2.4 The heat and mass transfer in the cone-
type solar seawater still

The heat and mass transfer of the binary mixed gas in the CTSSS
is carried out in the annular enclosed small space between the two
conical sleeves, and the process is shown in Figure 3. The seawater
liquid film on the evaporation surface is heated and turns into water
vapor during operation, which floats upward under the action of the
water vapor temperature and density differences between the
evaporation surface and condensation surface. The generated
water vapor diffuses in the annular enclosed small space and
condenses into the fresh water when it reaches the condensation
surface with a lower temperature, meanwhile releasing the latent
heat of vaporization. Simultaneously, the latent heat is released to
the environment by convection and radiation through the
condensation surface.

2.4.1 Mass transfer theory in the cone-type solar
seawater still

As a parameter to evaluate the performance of the CTSSS, the
fresh water yield depends on the evaporation area, mass transfer
coefficient, and density difference between the evaporation surface
and condensation surface. The theoretical calculation formula is,

mw � Aehm ρe − ρc( ) (4)
wheremw is the fresh water yield per unit time of the CTSSS, kg/s; Ae

is the evaporation area, m2; hm is the mass transfer coefficient, m/s;
ρe and ρc are the densities of the binary mixed gas of evaporation
surface and condensation surface, kg/m3.

Based on the analog theory of heat and mass transfer, the hm of
the CTSSS depends on the convective heat transfer coefficient, and
the theoretical formula is,

hm � hcDaw

km

Sc
Pr

( )n

(5)

where hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient of the binary
mixed gas, W/(m2·K); km is the thermal conductivity of the binary

mixed gas, W/(m·K); Daw is the mass diffusion coefficient of the
water vapor in the air, cm2/s; Sc is the Schmidt number; Pr is the
Prandtl number; n is the numerical constants and its value is 0.33 for
the CTSSS (Tsilingiris, 2018). The formula of Daw is,

Daw � 0.00143Tm
1.75

p0M
0.5
aw ∑v( )a13 + ∑v( )w1

3[ ]2 (6)

Maw � 2
1
Ma

+ 1
Mw

(7)

where Tm is the temperature of binary mixed gas, K; p0 is the local
atmospheric pressure, bar; ∑v is the molecular diffusion volume of
each component in the binary mixed gas, and the subscripts a and w
represent dry air and water vapor, respectively, and their values are
19.7 and 13.1 (Hou et al., 2018b), M is the average molar mass of
binary mixed gas, g/mol; Ma and Mw are the molar mass of air and
water vapor, g/mol. The calculation formulas of Sc and Pr are,

Sc � μm
Dawρm

(8)

Pr � cp,mμm
km

(9)

where μm is the dynamic viscosity of binary mixed gas, Pa·s; ρm is the
average density of binary mixed gas, kg/m3; cp,m is the specific heat
capacity of the binary mixed gas, J/(kg·K).

The hc in the CTSSS mainly depends on the Rayleigh number,
and the relationship between hc and Ra is,

hc � kmCRan

L
(10)

Ra � Gr · Pr (11)
where L is the characteristic size of the CTSSS, m; C and n are
constants with values of 0.13 and 0.29 (Hou et al., 2018a),
respectively; Gr and Pr are the Grashof number and the Prandtl
number, respectively, and their formulas are,

Gr � gL3ρ2m
μ2mTc

Te − Tc( ) (12)

FIGURE 3
The heat and mass transfer of the CTSSS.
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Pr � cp,mμm
km

(13)

where g is the local gravity, m/s2; Te is the evaporation temperature,
K; Tc is the condensation temperature, K.

The binary mixed gas in the CTSSS is a mixture of dry air and
water vapor. Both of them are considered ideal gases, and thermal
physical parameters of the binary mixed gas can be calculated by
(Tsilingiris, 2007),

ρm � A0 + A1t + A2t
2 + A3t

3 (14)
cp,m � B0 + B1t + B2t

2 + B3t
3 + B4t

4 (15)
μm � C0 + C1t + C2t

2 + C3t
3 + C4t

4 (16)
km � D0 +D1t +D2t

2 +D3t
3 (17)

where t is the temperature of binary mixed gas, °C; A0–A3, B0–B4,
C0–C4, and D0–D3 are constants, and their values are shown in
Table 3.

2.4.2 Heat transfer in the cone-type solar seawater
still

The heat transfer of binary mixed gas mainly includes
evaporation, convection, and radiation. Convective heat transfer
and evaporative heat transfer are accompanied, which
synchronously promote evaporation. Among these three kinds of
heat, evaporative heat is used directly for the evaporation of water
vapor, which significantly affects the performance of the CTSSS.

Ignoring the leakage of water vapor and the heat loss of the lower
and upper bottom plates, the heat inputted to the CTSSS is all
transmitted to the seawater liquid film and then transferred to the
condensation surface by evaporation, convection, and radiation
when the CTSSS is in steady state operation. The equations of
evaporative, convective, and radiative heat transfer from
evaporation surface to condensation surface are,

Qew � mwhfg (18)
Qcw � hcAe Te − Tc( ) (19)
Qrw � σ T4

e − T4
c( )Ae

1
εe + Ae

Ac

1
εc − 1( ) (20)

whereQew,Qcw andQrw are the evaporative heat transfer, convective
heat transfer, and radiative heat transfer of the evaporation surface,
W; hfg is the latent heat of water vaporization, J/kg; Ac is the
condensation area, m2; σ is the blackbody radiation constant with
a value of 5.67 × 10−8 W/(m2·K4); εe and εc are the emissivities of
evaporation surface and condensation surface, respectively. The
emissivities of seawater liquid film, non-mirror condensation

sleeve, and mirror condensation sleeve in this study are 0.96,
0.85 (Xie et al., 2018), and 0.09 (Woods et al., 2014), respectively.

It is approximately considered that the evaporation rate of water
vapor is equal to the condensation rate. Therefore, the more
significant the proportion of Qew, the greater the fresh water
yield. The ratios of Qew, Qcw, and Qrw in the total heat transfer are,

Re � Qew

Q
(21)

Rc � Qcw

Q
(22)

Rr � Qrw

Q
(23)

Q � Qew + Qcw + Qrw (24)
where Q is the total heat transfer on the evaporation surface, W; Re,
Rc, and Rr are the proportion of Qew, Qcw, and Qrw in Q. When
enhancing the mass transfer in the CTSSS, it can be achieved by
increasing Re and by reducing Rc and Rr.

2.4.3 The performance evaluation of the cone-type
solar seawater still

The performance ratio (PR) can be used to define the thermal
efficiency of the CTSSS for evaluating the thermal performance of
the CTSSS, and the calculation formula is,

PR � mw ·LH
Qin

(25)

where LH is the latent heat of vaporization of water vapor, J/kg; Qin

is the heat energy inputted into the CTSSS, W. When the input
power is the same, the larger the PR, the higher the fresh water yield
and the better the thermal performance of the CTSSS.

3 Results and discussion

The test in this study includes two parts: rated heating power
operation and rated heating temperature operation. Firstly, under
the condition of constant power input, the fresh water yields of the
CTSSS under different feed seawater mass flow rates were tested, and
the influence mechanism of feed seawater mass flow rate on the
performance of the CTSSS was clarified. Secondly, the influence of
heating power and heating temperature on fresh water yields were
tested during steady state operation at a constant temperature.
Finally, the condensation sleeve was replaced by a mirror
condensation sleeve to further improve the fresh water yield
performance of the CTSSS and strengthen its mass transfer

TABLE 3 The value of the coefficients of Eqs. 14–17.

Eq. 14 Equation 15 Equation 16 Equation 17

A0 = 1.299995662 B0 = 1.088022802 C0 = 1.685731754 × 10−5 D0 = 0.02416826077

A1 = −6.043625845 × 10−3 B1 = −0.01057758092 C1 = 9.151853945 × 10−8 D1 = 5.526004579 × 10−5

A2 = 4.697926602 × 10−5 B2 = 4.769110559 × 10−4 C2 = −2.16276222 × 10−9 D2 = 4.631207189 × 10−7

A3 = −5.760867827 × 10−7 B3 = −7.898561559 × 10−6 C3 = 3.413922553 × 10−11 D3 = −9.489325324 × 10−9

B4 = 5.122303796 × 10−8 C4 = −2.644372665 × 10−13
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process. Then the variation curves of fresh water yield with heating
temperature were obtained, and the proportions of heat transfer
energy in the CTSSS with different condensation sleeves were
analyzed.

3.1 Experiments under different feed
seawater mass flow rates

The evaporation area, mass transfer coefficient, and density
difference between evaporation and condensation surfaces
directly affect the fresh water yield of the CTSSS, according to
mass transfer theory. Among them, the evaporation area is affected
by the wetting condition of the wick material. The evaporation area
of the CTSSS is the wetting area of the wick material attached to the
evaporation surface. The evaporation area reaches the maximum
when the wick material is completely wetted, which is beneficial to
the fresh water yield performance. The feed seawater mass flow rate
is one of the main influence factors on the wetting condition of the
wick material. When the feed seawater mass flow rate decreases, the
wick materials at the bottom of the evaporation surface cannot be
wetted entirely, and the actual evaporation area decreases, which is
harmful to the fresh water yield. In addition, the feed seawater mass
flow rate also affects the evaporation temperature. When the feed
seawater mass flow rate is increased, the temperature of seawater
liquid film on the evaporation surface is decreased, and the
evaporation temperature is reduced, which has adverse effects on
the fresh water yield of the CTSSS.

The fresh water yield of the CTSSS under different feed seawater
mass flow rates was tested when the heating power is 200 W to
explore the influence of the feed seawater mass flow rate on the
CTSSS. According to the previous research (Li et al., 2023), when the
heating power is 200 W, the temperatures of the CTSSS under steady
state are shown in Table 4. By Eqs 4–17, the theorical hm and ρe −ρc
are calculated, the fresh water yield is further obtained as 220 g/h.
Then the fresh water yield of the CTSSS was tested when the feed
seawater mass flow rates are 300 g/h and 400 g/h, under the
condition that the feed seawater mass flow rate is greater than
the fresh water yield. The heating power was kept constant at 200 W
during the test, and the fresh water yield and temperature of the
CTSSS with different feed seawater mass flow rates were obtained, as
shown in Figure 4.

As can be seen from Figure 4, the CTSSS at different feed
seawater mass flow rate conditions all experienced three stages:
being heated, steady state operation and natural cooling. The time to
reach steady state operation is prolonged with the increase in feed
seawater mass flow rate. When the feed seawater mass flow rates are
300 g/h and 400 g/h, the durations for the CTSSS to reach steady
state are 12 h 40 min and 14 h, respectively. The steady state
evaporation temperature of the CTSSS is 80.1°C when the feed
seawater mass flow rate is 400 g/h, which is 1.3°C lower than that

when the feed seawater mass flow rate is 300 g/h. The reason behind
this phenomenon can be explained as follows: when the feed
seawater mass flow rate is increased, the heat demand for the
same temperature rise of seawater liquid film is increased, the
heating rate of the CTSSS is slowed down, then the heating
duration of the CTSSS is extended and the evaporation
temperature of seawater liquid film at the steady state is reduced.

Figure 4 shows that the fresh water yield of the CTSSS is
consistent with the trend of its evaporation temperature. When
the feed seawater mass flow rate is 400 g/h, the steady state fresh
water yield is 62.8 g/20 min, which is 4.5% higher than that when the
feed seawater mass flow rate is 300 g/h. This can be verified by the
parameters of the CTSSS when it reaches the steady state, as shown
in Table 5.

Table 5 presents that in the state of stable operation, when the
feed seawater mass flow rate is increased from 300 to 400 g/h, the
vertical temperature difference of the condensation surface is
decreased by 1.9°C, the temperature difference between
evaporation and condensation is increased by 0.9°C, and the PR
is increased by 0.02. It can be considered that the mass transfer
coefficients of the CTSSS are the same because the evaporation
temperatures at the steady state under different feed seawater mass
flow rates are approximately equal. The vertical temperature
difference of the condensation surface is smaller when the feed
seawater mass flow rate is 400 g/h compared with that when the feed
seawater mass flow rate is 300 g/h. It indicates that the condensation
and evaporation are more uniform, and the actual evaporation area
is larger.

In addition, according to the thermophysical properties of the
binary mixed gas, the density of the binary mixed gas near the
evaporation surface and the condensation surface is a single-valued
function of their temperatures. When the feed seawater mass flow
rate is 400 g/h, the temperature difference between evaporation and
condensation, and the density difference between the evaporation
surface and condensation surface is larger, and the driving force of
heat and mass transfer is stronger. Synthesize the above analysis,
when the feed seawater mass flow rate is 400 g/h, the evaporation
area and the density difference of the binary mixed gas near the
evaporation surface and condensation surface is larger, the fresh
water yield and the heat utilization efficiency of the CTSSS are
higher, so the fresh water yield performance is better.

3.2 Experiments under different heating
power

To further evaluate the energy utilization of the CTSS, the
freshwater yield under different heating power was obtained by
experiment. In the test, the feed seawater mass flow rate was 400 g/h,
and the heating power was 180 W and 200 W respectively. The effect
of heating power on the fresh water yield is depicted in Figure 5.

TABLE 4 Parameters at steady state.

Input
power (W)

Evaporation
temperature (°C)

The temperature difference between
evaporation and condensation (°C)

hm
(m/s)

ρe −ρc
(kg/m3)

Theorical fresh water
yield (g/h)

200 80 6.5 0.005 0.0558 220
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From Figure 5, it is clearly seen that the fresh water yield is
increased gradually with the heating time, and it is dwindled rapidly
after power outage.When 180Wheating power is employed, the fresh
water yield is increased from 0.5 g/20 min to 60.7 g/20 min, and the

steady state operation stage is achieved at 1:40. The fresh water yield is
increased from 1.5 g/20 min to 62.8 g/20 min when the heating power
is 200W, and the time to reach the steady state operation stage is
shifted to 21:00. At the being heated and steady state operation stage,

FIGURE 4
(A) Fresh water yields and temperatures of the CTSSS when the feed seawater mass flow rate is 300 g/h. (B) Fresh water yields and temperatures of
the CTSSS when the feed seawater mass flow rate is 400 g/h.

TABLE 5 Parameters at steady state with different feed seawater mass flow rate.

Feed seawater
mass flow rate

(g/h)

Fresh
water
yield
(kg/h)

Evaporation
temperature

(°C)

Condensation
temperature (°C)

The vertical
temperature
difference of
condensation
surface (°C)

The average
temperature difference
between evaporation
and condensation (°C)

PR

300 0.180 81.8 75.7 11.5 6.1 0.58

400 0.188 80.1 73.1 9.6 7.0 0.6

FIGURE 5
Fresh water yield with respect to local time at different heating
power.

FIGURE 6
Evaporation temperature and condensation temperature
variation with respect to local time at different heating power.
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fresh water yield is smaller when the heating power is 180W. The
increase of fresh water yield with the increase of heating power can be
explained by the evaporation temperature and condensation
temperature variation trend of the CTSSS, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 illustrates the temperature variation of both
evaporation and condensation when the heating power is 180W
and 200 W. It is observed that the evaporation temperature and
condensation temperature increase gradually with the heating time.
The CTSSS has a lower evaporation temperature when the heating
power is 180 W compared with the other case, and noted as 79°C at
the steady state operation stage. Due to the low evaporation
temperature of the smaller heating power, the temperature
difference between evaporation and condensation is smaller,
which further hinder the improvement of fresh water yield. The
parameters of the CTSSS at steady state are listed in Table 6.

From Table 6, it is very clear that the fresh water yield increase
and the PR decreases as the input power increases. The reason is that
when the heating power increases, the temperature of the CTSSS
increases, and the temperature difference between the CTSSS and
the environment increases, which leads a more heat loss and a lower
energy utilization efficiency as well as the PR.

3.3 Experiments under different heating
temperatures

The heat and mass transfer of the binary mixed gas in the CTSSS
is mainly affected by the evaporation temperature. The higher the
evaporation temperature, the greater the quality fraction of the water
vapor among the binary mixed gas, the faster the corresponding
evaporation rate. The fresh water yield at different heating
temperatures was tested experimentally to explore the effect of
heating temperature on the fresh water yield of the CTSSS. The
heating temperature was set to 50°C–85°C referring to the operating
temperature of the solar collector, and the temperature step was 5°C.
The test began after the heating temperature reached the test
temperature, and the running state reached the steady state and
remained for 1 h. The test duration of each group was 1 h. The
experimental results are obtained in Figure 7.

Figure 7 depicts the fresh water yield is increased as the heating
temperature. When the heating temperature is 85°C, the fresh water
yield is 75.5 g/20 min, which is 272% higher than that the heating
temperature of 50°C. The partial pressure, mass transfer, and specific
humidity of water vapor are improved with the increase of heating
temperature, which further causes the enlargement of fresh water
yield. What’s more, the deviation between the fresh water yield of
theoretical prediction and the experimental value is 10.84%–32.75%,
which verified the suitability of the theoretical calculation methods
of the CTSSS when the heating temperature is 50°C–85°C.

3.4 Performance improvement by replacing
mirror condensation sleeve

It is beneficial that the heat capacity of seawater liquid film is
small for accelerating the evaporation process. The small
characteristic size of the CTSSS results in a short phase change
heat transfer distance of the water vapor. As Equation 20 shows,
reducing the emissivity of the condensation sleeve is conducive to
reducing the radiative heat transfer and to increasing the evaporative
heat transfer in the CTSSS. To reduce the emissivity of the
condensation sleeve and explore the influence of the
condensation sleeve on the mass transfer performance in the
CTSSS, the non-mirror condensation sleeve and the mirror
condensation sleeve were used in the test, and the photograph of
them is shown in Figure 8, and the physical properties of the two
condensation sleeves are listed in Table 7.

The fresh water yields of the CTSSS with non-mirror
condensation sleeve and mirror condensation sleeve were tested
in steady states, and the influence mechanism of condensation sleeve
type on the performance of CTSSS was analyzed. The measured
fresh water yield is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9 indicates that the fresh water yield of the CTSSS with
mirror condensation sleeve is higher than that with non-mirror
condensation sleeve. When the heating temperature is 85°C, the
fresh water yield of the CTSSS with mirror condensation sleeve is
84.6 g/20 min, which produced 12.1% more than the CTSSS with

TABLE 6 Parameters at steady state with different input power.

Heating
power (W)

Evaporation
temperature (°C)

Condensation
temperature (°C)

Fresh water
yield (kg/h)

The average temperature difference
between evaporation and

condensation (°C)

PR

180 79.0 72.3 0.182 6.7 0.65

200 80.1 73.1 0.188 7.0 0.6

FIGURE 7
Comparison of the fresh water yield of predicted values and
experimental values.
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non-mirror condensation sleeve. This phenomenon can be
explained by the temperature difference between evaporation and
condensation of the CTSSS with different condensation sleeves, as
shown in Figure 10.

As shown in Figure 10, the temperature difference between
evaporation and condensation of the CTSSS with mirror
condensation sleeve is smaller than that with non-mirror

condensation sleeve. When the heating temperature is 85°C, the
temperature difference between evaporation and condensation with
mirror condensation sleeve is 5.1°C, which is 1.3°C lower than that
with non-mirror condensation sleeve. The reason behind this
phenomenon is that more water vapor condenses on mirror
condensation sleeve, resulting in more latent heat release and
higher condensation temperature. In addition, evaporative heat
transfer is the main energy source for fresh water production in
the CTSSS, so the mass transfer process in the still can be enhanced
by increasing Re and decreasing Rc and Rr. The Re, Rc, and Rr in the
CTSSS can be calculated by substituting the test evaporation
temperature and condensation temperature into Equations 21–23.
The calculation results are shown in Figure 11, that presents the
variations in Re, Rc, and Rr of CTSSS with non-mirror condensation

FIGURE 8
Photograph of the non-mirror condensation sleeve and mirror condensation sleeve.

TABLE 7 Physical properties of the condensation sleeves.

Condensation sleeve Roughness Emissivity

Non-mirror condensation sleeve 1.6 um 0.85

Mirror condensation sleeve 0.1 um 0.09

FIGURE 9
Variation of fresh water yield of the CTSSSs with different
condensation sleeves.

FIGURE 10
Variation of the temperature difference between evaporation
and condensation of the CTSSSs with different condensation sleeves.
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sleeve and mirror condensation sleeve concerning the heating
temperature.

Figure 11 shows that the heat transfer in the CTSSS is dominated
by evaporative heat transfer, and with the growth of heating
temperature, Re increased gradually, while the trend of Rc and Rr

is opposite. Re of CTSSS with non-mirror condensation sleeve is
reached 87%, Rc and Rr are decreased to 3.2% and 9.8% when the
heating temperature is 85°C. This indicates that the higher the
heating temperature, the more significant the proportion of
evaporative heat transfer and the better the thermal performance
of the CTSSS.

When the heating temperature is 85°C, the value of Rr of the
CTSSS with mirror condensation sleeve is 3.2%, which is 6.6% lower
than that of the CTSSS with non-mirror condensation sleeve.
Meanwhile, the value of Re and Rc of the CTSSS with mirror
condensation sleeve are 93.4% and 3.4%, respectively, higher than
that with non-mirror condensation sleeve. This indicates that the
radiative heat transfer in the CTSSS with mirror condensation sleeve
is weakened and mainly converted into evaporative heat transfer,
which is also one of the reasons for improving the performance of
the CTSSS with mirror condensation sleeve.

4 Conclusion

In this study, a novel CTSSS was designed with the evaporation
surface and condensation surface paralleled each other, which has
the characteristics of a large condensation area, short mass transfer
distance, and small heat transfer resistance. Tests were carried out
under the condition of constant heating power and temperature to
explore the performance of the CTSSS in the laboratory. Through
experimental investigation and theoretical analysis, the following
conclusions are obtained:

(1) The steady state fresh water yield of the CTSSS was 62.7g/
20 min when the feed seawater mass flow rate and heating
power were 400 g/h and 200 W, respectively, which is 4.5%

higher than that when the feed seawater mass flow rate was
300 g/h.

(2) The evaporation temperature and temperature difference
between evaporation and condensation are increased as the
heating power, as well as the fresh water yield and PR. When
180 W heating power is employed, the PR of the CTSSS is 0.65,
which is 0.05 higher than that when the heating power is 200 W.

(3) The fresh water yield of the CTSSS was augmented as the
increase of heating temperature. When the heating
temperature was 85°C, the fresh water yields of the CTSS
with mirror condensation sleeve and non-mirror
condensation sleeve were 84.6 g/20 min and 75.5 g/20 min,
respectively. The fresh water yield is increased by 12.1% after
replacing the mirror condensation sleeve.

(4) In contrast to the CTSSS with non-mirror condensation sleeve,
the radiative heat transfer is weakened, and the evaporative heat
transfer is strengthened in the CTSSS with mirror condensation
sleeve compared to the CTSSS with non-mirror condensation
sleeve. The value of Rr and Re of the CTSSS with mirror
condensation sleeve were decreased by 6.6% and increased by
6.4% than that with non-mirror condensation sleeve.
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